Own, rent or resale a piece of blockchain history.

Cryptoverse is an unusual advertising space
built on a smart contract and a Universe-inspired theme.
It’s also a tribute to the community (because the crypto space rocks!),
and a fundraiser that we’d like to pledge to making decentralized
technologies more accessible and ready for a wide use.
We intend to use a portion of the collected cryptocurrency
to build new community tools and future platforms.

In a sense, Cryptoverse is a reincarnation of the vintage concept of
the Million Dollar Homepage. If you were too young back then or you
didn’t care, here’s your chance for redemption!
Apart from its 12-years old predecessor, this website is built on the Ethereum blockchain and
the ownership of its 10x10 sectors is inscribed into tokens through a smart contract.

There’s 10,000 sectors available.

That’s 10,000 CVS tokens in total. No more will be ever created.
It’s not possible to split the tokens. 1 token = 1 sector. You own it or you don’t.

CVS is an ERC20 token, thus sectors can change owners. Owners
can change the sector content. Visitors may come more often to
see the updates. And you can rent and resell the sector ownership.
The danger of Cryptoverse being a boring static page
for the rest of the eternity was avoided!

We plan on extending the Cryptoverse concept to make this
space more intense for both advertisers and visitors. If the
fundraiser is successful, we will consult our plans with the
community of token holders.

There’s also a special
game element!
The sector price isn’t fixed. The base
price is 1 ETH per 1 Cryptoverse
Sector token (CVS). This price is
dropping every 24 hours until it gets
to 0.1 ETH per 1 CVS. However,
every time somebody buys a sector
it goes back to the original price.
You can therefore choose if you
wait for a better price, or secure
your favourite sectors right away!

Time elapsed since
the last purchase

Sector price

less than 24 hours

1 ETH

1 day

0.80 ETH

2 days

0.65 ETH

3 days

0.55 ETH

4 days

0.50 ETH

5 days

0.45 ETH

6 days

0.40 ETH

7 days

0.35 ETH

8 days

0.30 ETH

9 days

0.25 ETH

10 days

0.20 ETH

11 days

0.15 ETH

12 days

0.10 ETH

Come visit Cryptoverse and claim your sectors
at https://cryptoverse.rocks
We will enable the UI for changing the sector content during the CVS crowdsale.
If at least a half of the tokens is sold, we’ll open a trading platform that will allow selling specific sectors.

